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Short Abstract:   

  

Dependent interviewing has long been used in (CAPI) interviews for panel 

surveys.  Dependent interviewing (DI), where previous interview responses are fed 

forward from a prior interview and used in the current interview, is a well-accepted 

approach towards reducing respondent burden and seam bias, and improving longitudinal 

consistency in reported information.  The Survey of Income and Program Participation 

(SIPP) has used DI to varying degrees since its inception.  In the current effort to re-

engineer the SIPP into an annual survey centered around an integrated Event History 

Calendar (EHC), the incorporation of DI focuses on the following tasks:  verifying 

rosters, identifying movers eligible for follow-up and reducing seam bias by facilitating 

recall of detailed monthly information about key characteristics.  I discuss the DI design, 

details of our decisions, challenges faced and compromises reached incorporating DI into 

the SIPP-EHC.  I outline our evaluation strategies and provide preliminary results from 

the 2012 SIPP-EHC.   

 

 

The Census Bureau is currently re-engineering the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP), 

reducing cost and respondent burden through a change to annual data collection.  Moving from the 

current design, with interviews three times per year, to an annual survey, raises significant concerns about 

recall accuracy and the ability of respondents to report the sub-annual dynamics of income and 

government program use SIPP traditionally measured.  To address these concerns the Event History 

Calendar (EHC) method has been incorporated and field tested with a pilot paper test and subsequent 

CAPI field tests; all of which produced sufficiently promising results (Moore et al., 2009; Chenevert et 

al., 2011).   

 

An additional concern for stakeholders is the possibility that the lengthy recall period might exacerbate 

SIPP’s existing seam bias problem.  Inherent to longitudinal panel surveys, seam bias, or the “seam 

effect” is a measurement error problem where the estimates of change measured across the “seam” 

between two successive interviews exceed the estimates of change measured within any one interview.  

The effect arose as a significant methodological concern for longitudinal panel surveys in the early 1980s 

(Czajka, 1983, p. 93) and has been well documented in the Survey of Income and Program Participation 

(Burkhead and Coder, 1985; Coder et al., 1987; Hill, 1994; Kalton and Miller, 1991; Martini, 1989; 

Ryscavage, 1993; Weidman, 1986; Young, 1989). 

 

The nature of seam bias has been identified as the compound effect of “implausibly high” (Lynn and Sala, 

2006, p8) rates of change at the seam (see also Hill, 1994; Hoogendoorn, 2004 and Stanley and Safer, 

1997) and the understatement of change within an interview wave (Martini, 1989; Rips, Conrad and 

Fricker, 2003; Young, 1989).  Indeed Moore and Marquis (1989), find support for both factors operating 

in concert.  While conclusions about the causes of seam bias are mixed it is believed to be the result of the 

confluence of several response errors including underreporting, memory decay and telescoping, and data 

processing mechanisms (Moore and Kasprzyk, 1984; Marquis and Moore, 1984; Callegaro and Belli, 

2007).   

 

Of particular concern for stakeholders, is that memory decay and telescoping in the SIPP-EHC are may 

have a more significant impact on data quality over the lengthier reference period.  If this concern proves 
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out, the potential for a larger seam effect is real.  Understanding and evaluating the magnitude of the seam 

effect is compounded by design differences between conventional questionnaire (CQ) SIPP and the SIPP-

EHC.  The CQ uses a rotation group design, interviewing one-fourth of the sample each month, to 

manage the survey’s fielding work load.   

 

For example, see Figure 1., during the calendar year 2007, the reference period for our pilot paper EHC, 

the first rotation group was interviewed for wave 10 in February and the last month of their reference 

period was January 2007.  To identify the full set of SIPP data from January 2007, the third reference 

month from rotation group 2, second month from rotation group 3, and first month from rotation group 4 

need to be included. As a result, seams are staggered through the calendar, thus “flattening” of the true 

seam effect for any month-pair.  In contrast, the SIPP-EHC’s single annual interview with a calendar-year 

reference period produces a common seam between December and January for the entire sample.  This 

presents the real possibility of a significant seam between December and January in the SIPP-EHC data, 

and the basis for our active pursuit of an EHC which can utilize the strengths of dependent interviewing 

(DI). 

 

Dependent Interviewing  

Dependent interviewing, where previous interview responses are fed forward from a prior interview and 

used in the current interview, is one well-accepted approach to reduce seam bias, and improve 

longitudinal consistency in reported information.  Dependent interviewing has long been used in 

conventional computer assisted interviews (CAPI) for panel surveys.  See Jäckel (2009) for a 

comprehensive summary of the theoretical framework, current uses of, and outstanding issues with DI.   

 

The Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) has used dependent data to varying degrees since 

its inception in 1984.  In the paper and pencil incarnations SIPP, use of dependent data was reserved to a 

“control card,” kept by the interviewer across waves of interviewing.  The control card contained 

information used primarily to maintain the household roster and the demographic characteristics of the 

household members.  Some basic substantive information, for example, employment status and income 

receipt was included.  However, the questionnaire remained the same from wave to wave and thus 

dependent interviewing techniques were left to the discretion of the interviewer.  Despite the introduction 

of computer-assisted interviewing in the 1996 SIPP panel, DI continued to be left out of the questionnaire 

itself.  Starting in 2001, the CAPI questionnaire began to accept dependent data.  A general reminder of 

previous interview reports were fed back and offered as an introduction to the non-dependent question 

wording.  In the 2004 and 2008 panels full-scale DI was incorporated.  Beyond simple reminder of 

previous interview responses, the 2004 questionnaire incorporated truly dependent language.  Question 

wording and pathing were modified to explicitly link the current interview report to what was known 

from the last interview.  While the incorporation of DI in the SIPP has resulted in a substantial reduction 

in the magnitude of the seam the effect is still present (Moore, 2008).       

 

Dependent Interviewing in the SIPP-EHC – Design Considerations and Opportunities 

Incorporating dependent interviewing into the SIPP-EHC is the next step to further improve the ability of 

the EHC instrument to assist respondents with the recall of sub-annual dynamics.  While the 2004 and 

2008 SIPP panels utilized full-scale DI, the use of DI in SIPP-EHC is somewhat more conservative; 

focusing on areas where DI should provide the most benefit in reducing erroneous or mistimed seam 

transitions, and improving data quality generally.   

 

A necessary first step towards incorporating dependent data was to extend the reference period up to the 

month of interview in the 2011 SIPP-EHC CAPI field test to create the “overlap” of data to be passed 

forward (See Figure 2: Complete 2011 SIPP-EHC screenshot).  Fielding for the 2011 SIPP-EHC began in 

January of 2011 and was completed in March of 2011.  These interview-year months are being used as 
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the dependent data input in the 2012 instrument for dependent interviewing.  The incorporation of these 

dependent data in an EHC as compared with a conventional questionnaire (CQ) presents some 

considerable design differences as well as some unique opportunities.  First, the timeline of the data to be 

fed back is longer and variable.  In the SIPP CQ, dependent data includes details about the last month of 

the reference period and the interview month.  So, data to be fed back for each respondent consists of two 

months of data.  In SIPP-EHC, interviews can take place in any month from January to June of the 

interview year, and there is the possibility of up to six months of data fed back.  The number of months of 

data fed back also varies across respondents, adding complexity.  

 

Even when considering this increase in complexity, this additional overlap of the two interview periods is 

a strength of dependent interviewing in the EHC.  Given concerns about recall in the earlier portion of the 

reference period, these additional months of data contain proximal reports of events in those early months 

of reference period, perhaps significantly ameliorating seam bias and memory decay. 

 

These additional data also present a unique opportunity for dependent interviewing in the SIPP-EHC.  

Beyond relying on wording and pathing changes to make explicit ties between previous and current wave 

responses, the EHC offers an interviewer a visual bounding of the reference period as soon as the EHC 

section of the instrument is reached (See Figure 3: 2012 SIPP-EHC Wave 2 Interview Visual Bounding).  

The EHC, with feedback data present, will provide interviewers with a visual picture of the respondent’s 

circumstances across the substantive EHC topics from January to the month of the last interview.  These 

visual cues will make the reference period and the cognitive task of  resolving the “then” of the previous 

interview responses with the “now” of the current interview responses more salient for the interviewer 

and, as a result, the respondent.  In concert with the more flexible interviewing style, we’re optimistic that 

this will alleviate some of the cognitive burden of recalling sub-annual detail over the longer reference 

period.   

 

As far as questionnaire design, the EHC lends itself to both proactive and reactive DI.  With proactive DI, 

interviewers can respondents remind respondents of previous answers or ask questions they had not 

answered previously.  Following the “remind, still” framework for proactive DI outlined by Jäckel 

(2009), SIPP-EHC interviewers will remind respondents about spells collected in the previous wave, 

confirm this status and probe for any changes.  See Figure 4, for questionnaire flow using proactive DI.  

We also implemented a reactive DI as checks to clarify inconsistencies with previous reports (see Figure 

5: Reactive Feedback Question Flow).     

 

Finally, a rarely discussed constraint in the design and use of feedback data and DI in survey instruments 

lies in the processing complexity.  Ultimately all of our design considerations hinged on the need to 

minimize the burden of handling dependent data for both the instrument and data processing systems.  To 

do so, we were conservative with respect to the amount of content, feeding back ‘only’ 428 items in the 

2012 SIPP-EHC.  The dependent data fed back in the SIPP-EHC begins with a few household-level 

items, the household roster and a subset of demographic characteristics, including names, dates of birth, 

and nativity and citizenship responses.  Following these demographic and roster features, our decisions 

about feed back data in substantive content areas focused on topics which were either the most turbulent 

over time, or the most prone to recall problems and memory decay.  This includes all the topics in the 

EHC (Residence history, marital history, education enrollment, jobs, no jobs, SSI, Food Stamps/SNAP, 

TANF, General Assistance, WIC and all health insurance types).  From the sections outside of the EHC, 

we include social assistance and social welfare programs collecting monthly data for the reference period 

as part of the conventional section of the questionnaire.     

 

We further limited the scope of data to be fed back in the 2012 SIPP-EHC by focusing on statuses and 

presence of events as opposed to details such as amounts.  The majority of the dependent data for each 
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topic contains a begin and end month for the spell and, for a few topics, necessary details to identify that 

spell for example, employer name and address, marital status and grade level for enrollment spells.  The 

remaining details for the topics will be collected from the respondent in the current wave.  These spells 

will look “provisional” (see Fig. 4: 2012 SIPP-EHC Screenshot with Dependent Data) indicating to the 

interviewer to edit and complete or extend the spell depending on whether the status continued into the 

new reference period.  In rarer cases there will be spells in the dependent data that were completed in the 

previous wave interview.  These are spells collected in the previous wave interview that ended before the 

interview month.  For these spells, all details are fed back in the dependent data and the will be marked as 

“complete.”  Interviewers will be permitted to edit or delete these data, but for the most part we expect 

these data will remain as fed back.  Our reasoning for doing so was twofold.  First, these spells contain 

details that were collected most proximally to the prior wave’s interview and thus are more reliably 

reported than if collected in the current wave.  Our second reason was due to concerns about the burden to 

data processing.   

   

We also took care to minimize the complexity of the approach to dependent data.  The SIPP CQ 

dependent interviewing design is complex and particularly burdensome for both the instrument and data 

processing, including over 3,100 items fed back in each wave of data collection.  Instrument 

accommodations and data processing tasks for dependent interviewing in the CQ SIPP are quite 

cumbersome, and because of the 4-month interview cycle, often rushed.  In the CQ SIPP, additional fields 

are programmed throughout the instrument to confirm the previous wave response and accordingly 

modify question wording for the detailed follow-up questions.  Previous wave data are fed back into these 

‘input’ fields and the FR confirms the response with the respondent.  In some cases no further questions 

are asked and the confirmatory responses are kept as flags for retrieval of previous-wave data to be 

populated in the current wave data file.   

 

Our approach in the SIPP-EHC was to simplify these types of demands for both the instrument and data 

processing.  With respect to the instrument, no new question fields were programmed.  Some topic-level 

fields were created to indicate the presence of feedback data but these are used for instrument function 

and question wording modifications only.  With respect to the substantive data fields, the previous-wave 

data values are fed back into their original fields and question wording is modified based on the presence 

of the feedback data.  This is an important distinction because it means that the instrument and database 

structure can be constant from wave to wave of data collection, a significant change and improvement 

from the CQ SIPP. For data processing we also eliminated the need to retrieve previous wave data to fill 

the months of overlap, bypassing previously reported information along with processing-created job and 

residence ID indicators forward to be output on the current wave data file for spells where we believe 

interviewers will not need to do any modifications.      

 

In summary, our design decisions focused on maintaining inter-wave continuity by creating an instrument 

that uses the same data base structure, simplifying instrument upkeep and processing tasks.  We also took 

a conservative approach to the amount of content to be fed back by focusing on topics where DI would 

provide the most benefit and, within these topics, by further focusing on change in statuses or the 

presence of events rather than specific details.  The resulting dependent interviewing design for the 2012 

SIPP-EHC is a streamlined approach that represents the best balance of desired features given time 

constraints of the 2012 development cycle.   We’re optimistic the design for the 2012 SIPP-EHC is 

sufficient for evaluating the benefits of DI in an EHC environment.  We are especially excited about 

evaluating the unique features of this design particularly the visual bounding and its potential to alleviate 

cognitive burden.   
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Evaluating Dependent Interviewing in the 2012 SIPP-EHC 

Plans for evaluating the 2012 SIPP-EHC test of dependent interviewing include both short and longer 

term evaluations.  In the short term, we will conduct interview observations to evaluate the utility of the 

dependent data generally in the course of the interview.  And, in particular, we will focus on evaluating 

the utility of visual bounding in the EHC.  We also plan to hold interviewer focus groups after the close of 

the interviewing period to further evaluate the utility (interviewing for the 2012 SIPP-EHC is in May and 

June 2012). Longer term, we plan to compare the 2011-2012 SIPP-EHC data with 2008 CQ SIPP seam 

and non-seam data for the two years of monthly transitions covered by both surveys.  Finally, we will 

ultimately utilize administrative records, where records are available, as a measure of a true monthly 

pattern to validate transitions and statuses against reported in the SIPP-EHC and SIPP surveys.   
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recognized. 
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Figure 2: Completed 2011 SIPP-EHC Calendar Screenshot 
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Figure 3: 2012 SIPP-EHC Wave 2 Interview Visual Bounding 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4: Proactive Feedback Question Flow 
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Figure 5: Reactive Feedback Question Flow 

 
 

 

Figure 6: 2012 SIPP-EHC Screenshot with Dependent Data 

 
 

 


